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400+

cargoes can be transported.
We protect – you carry!

1500
bulk carriers coated with
our dedicated cargo hold
coatings the last 5 years
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Cargo hold coatings

Exceptional
durability
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Cargo hold coatings

With more than 100 years’ experience in
developing marine coatings, we know that the
cargo hold takes more punishment than any other
part of the vessel.
That’s why we have formulated our cargo hold
coatings to combine exceptional durability and
outstanding value: strong enough to cope with the
toughest dry cargoes, they deliver extended service
intervals with minimum maintenance, for optimum
return on your investment. If you want best-in-class
asset protection, don’t settle for less.
Safe for carriage of grain and other FDA listed
cargoes, the coatings can be applied all year round.
Our team of FROSIO or NACE certified coating
advisors will work with you every step of the way
to help ensure your coating system is applied
efficiently and according to specification – so you
get faster turnaround and a coating system that will
perform as promised.
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Cargo hold coatings

Don’t settle
for less

Hempel’s cargo hold coatings reliably cut costs in
a number of ways.
Firstly, they deliver exceptional durability to protect
your vessel against even the most punishing dry
cargoes.
Secondly, by offering extended repair intervals,
they allow you to keep your ship operating for
longer periods.
And, thirdly, by offering the benefits of high-solids,
they ensure that your application costs and
wastage are minimised. If your goal is significantly
lower costs, don’t settle for less.
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hempel.com

Cargo hold coatings
—
Since 1915 Hempel has been producing
protective coatings that help customers to
safeguard their assets whilst keeping them
looking their best. Today we are a world-leading
supplier of trusted solutions in the Protective,
Decorative, Marine, Container and Yacht
markets. Employing over 5,000 people, across
80 countries worldwide, with 27 factories and
more than 150 stock points globally. This includes
many recognised brands like Crown Paints,
Schaepman and Jones-Blair.
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